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if you are getting a status 161 when you have a valid license installed, then you are most likely exceeding the number of allowable connection
attempts. to confirm this, start the psql monitor tool, select the microkernel/resource usage menu item, and look at the connection attempts line in

the resulting dialog. verify that the maximum value matches the expected license count. (a mismatch could indicate a version problem.) then, verify
that the peak is hitting the maximum value. if so, then you have these options: the license exceeded error message can occur for two reasons: there
are too many existing workstations running the database. you can access the number of workstations connected to the database by using the psql

monitor utility and selecting the microkernel/resource usage menu item. to verify that there are enough licenses available, see the license count entry
in the dialog box. there is an improper connection between the client and the database. to determine whether the connection is faulty or not, see the

psql monitor utility and select the microkernel/database connection menu item. you can try the following troubleshooting steps to try to determine the
cause of the license exceeded message: if you are having trouble getting into psql v11, contact your pervasive representative. make sure you have

installed the psql client utility on the psql vx server. to install the psql client utility, perform the following steps: start the pervasive psql v11 installer,
and verify that the license is found. if the license is found, then the installation process will complete. if the pervasive psql v11 installer fails to

complete, then you will need to go to step 6. start the psql monitor utility, and then select the microkernel/resource usage menu item. the licenses
line of the dialog box will provide the number of licenses that are installed. in this example, the license count is 5. you can click the add license button

to add a new license. if you have reached this point, the new license is added, and you can click the update license button to get the software
installed.
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if you are getting a status 161 when you have a valid license installed, then you are most likely exceeding
the number of allowable connected workstations. to confirm this, start the psql monitor tool, select the

microkernel/resource usage menu item, and look at the licenses line in the resulting dialog. verify that the
maximum value matches the expected license count. (a mismatch could indicate a version problem.) then,

verify that the peak is hitting the maximum value. if so, then you have these options: if you are unable to do
this, then you will need to contact actian corporation via phone at 800-btrieve or via email at

dbcicactian.com. be sure to have all of your critical information (version, product serial number, license key,
etc.) available when you call, or provide all of the important details in your email for fastest response. better

yet, click on the big red button to the left titled fix my psql license and it'll take you right to actian's web
site, with a list of everything that they would ask you for. if you are getting a status 161 when you have a

valid license installed, then you are most likely exceeding the number of allowable embedded workstations.
to confirm this, start the psql monitor tool, select the microkernel/resource usage menu item, and look at

the licenses line in the resulting dialog. verify that the maximum value matches the expected license count.
(a mismatch could indicate a version problem.) then, verify that the peak is hitting the maximum value. if

so, then you have these options: 5ec8ef588b
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